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SMART TRAINING SYSTEMS 

FOR STUDIOS AND FITNESS CLUBS 
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Track progress  Show results  Keep them engaged 
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Give your members immediate feedback, display their real-time performance data  

and keep them motivated by rewarding their effort. 

Real time performance tracking for all Group Fitness activities 
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Amazing User Experience 
 
High-Res Data Analysis on 
Different Levels 
 
Widgets, Reports and Tools 
for Owners and Admins 
 
Integration with Leading 
CRM Partners 
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World Wide 
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Recruit New Customers 

  Reduce Members Dropout 

    Keep Members Engaged 

Spivi® is an innovative platform made for studios and fitness clubs who want to increase 

revenue and recruit more customers.  

Installed on existing equipment and compatible with most bike and heart rate sensors 

brands, Spivi ® products collect data such as power, cadence and speed from sensors on 

each bike and heart rate data directly from members’ HR straps. They combine the data 

with personal information such as age, weight and performance history they keep on the 

cloud, and generate unique visuals such as group simulation, dynamic videos, leaderboard 

and targeted performance views in real time. 

Data analysis is available for your members on-line to review and share with friends! 
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Target Views 
Equalize everybody to their fitness levels, train with Functional Threshold Power (FTP) or %Max HR. 
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Set up your zones’ colors and ranges to meet your studio needs 

Easy To Theme and Customize  
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Dynamic Leaderboard 

Spivi Studio ® and Spivi ® MetriX offer many options and attributes to select from: Profile Picture, 

Rider Name, bike number, Watts, %FTP, Watts/Kg, Energy, Heart Rate BPM, %max Heart Rate, 

%LTHR, RPM, Speed, Distance, Calories, Spivi® Points and Rank.  

Members can select what they see on screen via their personal privacy settings. 
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Real-Time Simulation 
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With Spivi® Studio, instructors can select different tracks and control the animation in real-time using a 

wireless controller. They can create inclines and declines, change road angles and speed, control 

“Camera” views, create sunsets, control the time of day, zoom on different members and more. 
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Real-Time Road Simulation 
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Many visual enhancements were made to make the 3D environment so realistic. We made the scenery 

more alive and richer with details and elements, added camera filters and created a real-time world 

manipulation engine, all to produce realistic rides, which can be controlled by both your studio 
instructors and by our virtual instructors. 
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Gamification of fitness activity 

turns your classes into a thrilling 

experience and challenges your 

members to take more classes. 

Take your members through 

virtual worlds, go on a space 

travel, challenge them to burn 

calories, reach distance, generate 

energy and much more!  

Virtual Worlds 
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Go for a Team Ride, challenge your teams to reach the highest score and break the 

monthly leaderboard. 

Team Ride 
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Spivi® 365 and Spivi® Studio allow your staff to schedule virtual classes and run them for your members 

all day long.  They can select the virtual instructor who runs the class, the type of class and its length.  

Easy to set, each scheduled class starts automatically at its given time.  

Run Virtual Classes At Off Schedule Time 
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The Sufferfest’s videos are regarded as the best cycling training videos in the world. With workouts designed by 
sports scientists, killer music, clear instructions, engaging storylines and incredible video, The Sufferfest has 
everything you need to run amazing sessions that get huge results for your members.  

The Sufferfest (optional Package for Spivi Studio)  
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Maximize Your Investment 

Use your studio for personal trainings or with small 

groups, operate it with your gym staff or with virtual 

instructors all day long!   

The Spivi® platform has many training workouts 

(class profiles) ready to run, your staff can choose 

a program from a variety of programs that we offer 

and run it for a class, small group and even a single 

member at off schedule hours. 

 

Create Your Own Workouts 

Instructors can create custom workouts and run 

them with Spivi® in your studio. 

Using Spivi® Workout Creator, instructors can 

easily create workout programs specifically made 

for your studio needs. 
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High Resolution Data Collection  

Welcome per-second data analysis! 

 

With smart data analysis and a high-resolution data 

collection, Spivi® is able to provide more information 

on each workout. Per-second graphs, histograms for 

power, heart rate and cadence, power zones, heart 

rate zones and more are available. 

 

Be a Professional 

Spivi® is professional tool for your instructors, it 

allows them to have full control over their classes, 

get members’ performance feedback live on screen 

and use reports after each class to encourage and 

motivate your members. 
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Knowledge is Power 

As a manager you know how important is to have this information.  

Spivi provides administrative reports on class attendance and per member workout. 
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Your Studio Gets Promoted On-Line After Each Class 

Spivi® allows your members to post their results on their Facebook walls after each 

session. This way your brand and your Facebook page get more exposure every day!  

Spivi®  automatically posts your new joiners on Twitter. 
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Members Portal on your website 

 

The Spivi® Class Scheduler Widget is a 

cloud based tool that allows you to 

manage your classes and bookings 

online. 

It has a built-in feature that can sync  

with MINDBODY® to provide per bike 

booking on your website. 

Members can book their bikes or mats 

on-line from anywhere, anytime, from 

computers, tablets and smart phones. 

Spivi® Class Scheduler Widget allows 

your members to sign up easily with 

their Facebook account so they never 

need to remember another username or 

password. 

 

Spivi® Class Scheduler Widget 
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Branded Mobile App 

Stay connected with your members through your own branded mobile app. 
Engage your members by tracking their workouts, allow them to view their performance 
analysis and collect points, participate in club wide challenges and book their classes from their 
smartphones. 
We take care of the branding, deployment and the updates. 
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Already working with MINDBODY or Zingfit? Spivi® is compatible with 

both platforms as well as others so you can have a transparent 

connectivity between all your systems and continue your already made 

investment. 

Already got MINDBODY or Zingfit? We’re compatible! 
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With the Spivi® Leaderboard Widget you 

can embed a class leaderboard on your own 

website in a few simple steps.  

 

Get an up-to-date list that summarizes your 

members’ Spivi® points from all of their 

recent workouts with four optional views:  

This week, Last Week, This Month, Last 

Month 

You can use the leaderboard to encourage 

people to gain more points and by that 

purchase and participant in more classes. 

Leaderboard Widget 
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Product Comparison 
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Additional Features 
 

• Spivi® can work when internet goes down during class 

 

• Unlimited data storage for your members on the cloud 

 

• Compatible with dozens of different brands of heart rate monitors 

 

• Plug and Play 

 

• Free on-line webinar for you and for your instructors 

 

• Spivi Arena can monitor your entire facility for HR tracking 
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Simply connect Spivi® to the internet and stay updated 

1.Remote software updates for new releases. 

 

2. New scenery (riding tracks) updates (Spivi® Studio and 365) 

 

3. Access to mobile log-in web-app. 

 

4. Access to the class scheduler and spot reservation features which can get easily integrated on your own website to 

let your customers to book their classes on-line.  

 

5. Full integration with Zingfit online class scheduler and POS. 

 

6. Full integration with MINDBODOY with Spot Reservation as a widget on your website. Watch how it works here -

 http://www.spivi.com/spivi-mindbody-widget/ 

 

7. Full integration with Live Edit Aurora web Platform. 

 

8. Access to the Leaderboard Widget 

 

9. Unlimited access and usage of training programs from our training programs database. (Spivi® Studio and 365) 

 

10. Cloud services and data storage for unlimited number of members on our servers. 

 

11. Automatic summary emails for your unlimited users after each class. 

 

12. Technical support by phone and e-mail, remote control for software related issues. 

 

13. API for developers. 

 

http://www.spivi.com/spivi-mindbody-widget/
http://www.spivi.com/spivi-mindbody-widget/
http://www.spivi.com/spivi-mindbody-widget/
http://www.spivi.com/spivi-mindbody-widget/
http://www.spivi.com/spivi-mindbody-widget/
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It may look complicated but we 

made it transparent for you! 

 

When you add a Spivi® system to 

your studio or to your gym, you 

connect your members with your 

brand and your facility, online 

services bring new opportunities to 

your door.  

 

The diagram here illustrates how 

your Spivi® system is connected to 

our servers and what services we 

can provide with it.  

 

While it may look complicated, we 

made it easy for you. 

Easy to setup, Zero Maintenance 
Spivi® systems are much more than just a simple display system 
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Compatible with leading brands 

Out of the box CRM Compatibility 
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Join Global Leaders 
Applying amazing products in a results-driven environment, we’re justifiably proud of our ability for 
providing breakthrough thinking, innovative solutions and solid results for our customers. 
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As seen on 


